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This special edition has been created in partnership with poets Horn, Warn and White. We are thrilled to be publishing 
new work from emerging and established local writers and are looking forward to the series of events showcasing 
their work.

We would also like to take this opportunity to announce our new partnership with international charity Coffee Kids. 
We are giving 10% of the profit from our coffee beans to their vital work in Africa, Central America and South America. 
Coffee Kids has already protected 200,000 coffee farming families from the threats of climate change, migration, land 
pressures and poverty and we look forward to supporting them in their work. For more information please visit: www.
steepstreet.co.uk 

about poets’ corner
At last year’s Open Quarter, Faith Warn was supporting musician ‘Church or Jungle’ for his performance in the Old High 
Street, outside Steep Street Coffee House. When he took a break, she used the microphone to read a few poems. Then 
she spotted poet Dave Horn walking down the road. She’d seen him perform and asked if he’d like to read some of 
his work. A few minutes later Anthony White appeared and happened to have his file of poetry with him, so he read a 
few too.  People stopped and took notice, they seemed to like what they heard and so the seed for Folkestone Poets’ 
Corner was sown with events planned for Open Quarter and the Triennial. Welcome to its first flowering in print!

steep street journal
Welcome to the Poets’ Corner takeover edition of our journal.
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My neighbourhood policeman
Used to seem nice
Walking around with a smile
Some witty banter
He seemed to entice
 
But something happened
And now as they stride about
In a stab proof vests
They clutch
MP5s close to their chest
 
Cruising around shopping centres
Like they were de-militarised zones
Machine guns carried casually
Like they were standard
Like I carry a phone
 
Life ain’t a bed of roses I know
But in some back water town
Are machine guns necessary?
I mean buying shoes is serious
But are machine guns necessary? 
 
My friendly bobby on the beat
Used to laugh
Say he wasn’t called Bob
He was called Steve
He’d joke each time was going on my rap sheet
 
Now my comments run
Into a wall of unused bullets
A serious look asks me if dare
If I dare treat him as my go to in law
Rather than some soldier in a secret war
 

Yesterday he slept beside me
Today I sleep alone
 
I stare at my phone
But never hear his ringtone
 
Now I laugh
Where I used to moan
 
It hurts on the inside
People don’t see through my pride
 
My outward smile 
A tombstone
 
Marking the day 
Part of me died
 

The blossoms twinkle above
Like stars
As nestled amongst
The bees, the dandelions
And the daisys
The birds
Serenade me
And the sun kisses my face
 
Time is told by the bell tower’s gong
This moment one that feels so real
Yet straight out of the lyrics
To a song

David Horn
Ladies on Buses

St Eanswythe’s Garden

Armed Policeman
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There are some sounds in life
You just can’t ignore
A siren, a crying baby
The rage of that guy
When your friend mistakenly
Called him Jamie
But above all of these 
And a million more
You just can’t ignore
A snore
 
It goes on and on
… and on
That sonic downpour
Tumbling down your ears
Past the point of tears
And right over to violence
But given the circumstance
I think a judge
Would forgive you
And drop the offense
 

But just as you have calculated
The most lethal end of a pillow
You stop and catch yourself
The clock says 4.02
And there is silence
Not a sound
The joy is immense 
This 4.02 tranquillity 
No more thoughts of violence
 
Closing your eyes and sinking
Covering the alarming question
“Have they stopped breathing?!”
That has begun blinking
You relax into sleep
… until a colossal thunder clap
Resonates across the room
And you strongly consider
Is it time
To go wake the cat?

David Horn
4.02 Tranquillity

CYNDI LOU

I am powerful and creative
I am bountiful too
I am exceptional and stunning
I am the stars and the moon

I am sexy
i am fun
I am the beat of the drums
I am the music in your ears
I am that place with no fears
I am the song that you sing
I am everything yet no thing

I am a work of art
I am the joy in your heart
I am the air that you breathe
I am the caress of the breeze

I am the sun on your face
I am that which you embrace
I am the leaves and the tree
I am you, you are me
I am all things you see

I am love...

I Am 
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The day goes on. 
““The girl from Ipanema is”- still - “lovely.””
Tea still marks the hours, for we jaded;
Internet Inactivist reVolutionaries- 
Politics for those with lives that are too busy, 
being pissed off that Lidl don’t carry our favourite flavour,
Chasing our own egos down the art Super Highway. 
The traffic lights on red incense 
Whilst I walk past the man with a begging bowl. .  The
World is shifting colliding,. our little game of hate;
Walls in place of understanding.
This self awareness sentient being thing ~ proved a Burden we are too 
narrow minded to Bare 
We have all forgotten to look at ourselves” From 
This broken hill” and still be grateful for fire. .  
Then the Poet Died. 
All the poets did that; take the words
Leaving only the imagined behind.
My own mind is fogged with strain, the future blue
Hue pulling on the golden thoughts.
The Greed of the Full, out using that of the hungry,
Yet, I go about petting the cat
eating sweets and watering the plants …..
The Infinite seems smaller and harder to comprehend. 

Sharon McCarron 
Trump and Cohen

Alison Noyes
Wood Smoke

Before we even turn the corner      
We smell wood smoke.  
Lavender-grey, 
Sweet smoke-trickle 
Catches in the soul’s throat. 
The drift of it 
Something wistful 
That keens the memory. 

In the deep cave 
Fire-scent holds home.
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When I was Young
And spending My Heart’s Youth-
That now is lost
To half-blind eyes
That squint at books for Truth?
 
Was She – the gold
And lustrous hair;
The sparkling eyes
Aglow with Tears
That now are dull and dry?
 
Or was She – the Soul
I could not see
That gave such joy, such pain?
 
And where’s that now
And how transformed?
Is it, too, aged and stained?
 
No answer comes-
Not yesterday,
Today, or other days.
There is no map
That marks the place
The thread snapped in the maze.

Looking back, from halfway up the cliff
At the sea with glittering sunlight adorned
I say to myself it is as if
I have been granted a vision of glory
And I stand, stock-still with awe
And ask What more could you ever want than this?
And I answer
More.

I bottled up a poem
And launched it on the sea-
Fifteen years went by
And no-one rescued me.
 
I wrote verses about childhood-
How innocent and free-
But nobody was listening
From across the sea.
 
I wrote of love and marriage
Of youth and beauty-
I waited by the shore
But nothing did I see.
 
I wrote of clouds and mountains
Of flowers on the lea-
I listened for an echo
But no echo came to me.
 
I wrote of God and heaven
Of how the world should be-
But when the waves came rolling in
They were empty.
 
I wrote of the dead and the dying
Of a grave beneath a tree-
And I waited for an answer
From the silent sea.
 
I bottled up a poem
And sent it out to sea
Sixteen years went by before
It washed back in to me.

 

Anthony White
What Was She Then

LOOKING BACK FROM 
HALFWAY UP THE CLIFF

Poem in a Bottle
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The cherry blossom tells us Spring has come
The cherry blossom tells us Spring has come
There are necessary hormones, rising sap
Come, sit beneath the blossom while it lasts
 
As pretty as a picture you were then
You were as pretty as a picture then
And because you can only think of time as passing
You took a photograph I still possess
 
But I remember it better than yesterday
I remember it better than I remember yesterday
You beneath the blossom at our picnic
Plump with youth and promise in the Spring
 
 Here, there is memory and place and no anger
 We knew no anger then
 We had no reason
 Rage came later, for no good reason
 For no reason at all
 
 But here, there is memory and place and no anger
 There were ponies
 We were dare-devils, climbing trees 
 As high as the lowest branch
 
 And then those shiny boots, the click and clack
 You heard before you saw them
 Then rage had its season
 
The speed of change comes quickly
The blossom grows, goes quickly
One year the picture of you under the blossom
The next an abstract of something that might be blossom
Your departure not even hinted at
Your presence not even hidden
 
I look for you in this large concrete structure
I take for a work of art; a structure
That once had use, though no longer;
Not these days. It is labelled Large Concrete Structure
And I admire it more, these days,
Than the lovely cherry blossom in the Spring
 
 

 

Anthony White
Large Concrete Structure
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Sun blasts down, grazing bare shoulders
Blistering heat glows off the grey pavement
A contented glow weaves through the streets
Pearl drops of sweat glisten on necks
Wide eyed visitors dribble sweet stickiness
An olfactory whirl of salty sea and salty chips
Ineffable smell of summer
Children’s glee and adult reverie mingle
Tinkling ice cream vans vie with pulsing base lines
A statement of carpe diem
Lovely luminescence; a day by the sea

Francesca Baker
Time Out

With an entitlement louder
than the posture of the young
our rehomed old boy twitches
his left eye and wills little brown
birds calling out Leylandii

to fly in through a three inch
window gap that prevents or denies
his certain death (depending on
your point of view) in the
bathroom of our top floor flat

My other half calls me cat too
but I’m unsure what he means
because conversation has
slimmed down
since we moved in together

though I have grown up
one dress size (maybe more)
so I purr into his armpit
in a gesture of submission
and talk to the walls instead

 

 

Melissa Jacob
Chat
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Whispering to the Moon
When you’re no longer there
When your breath stops, becomes just air
Will I be here to remember
Your vitality, your flair?
Will I rage with sorrow?
Beg for another tomorrow?
Will I whisper to the moon
«Why was she taken too soon?»
Will I rage and lament?
Howl my discontent?
Or will I find consolation
Gazing at starry constellations?
Will I find comfort there,
Imagine your light still exists somewhere?
Or will the breeze that lifts my hair
Only add to my despair?
Will the wind’s ghostly fingers
That caress and linger
Remind me of your touch
Of which I could never get enough?
Or will the flutters of the leaves
Fill me with ease?
Each shift and sigh
A sign that you did not really die
That you are still here with me
That your heart beats with mine
Our souls entwined
Our love not to be denied
Death is not the end
We will transcend
Any obstacles placed in our way
Our devotion will hold sway
One day we will be reunited
Our love reignited
We will whisper to the moon
«Don’t let it end too soon»
For there is only one certainty:
We are bound for eternity

 

 

Cerys Russell
Whispering to the Moon
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Tonight I am the loner 
walking paths in the dark;
the smoker whose cigarettes
send out fireflies in the black,
dropping and singeing
on smooth pebbles
Wet
and shiny as glass.

Pressing along in the dying gale,
stepping through arches, labyrinths
Perplexing
A waning spirit
warm in bed with Lady Death; 
a face serene.

Looking up I see birds swirling
forming an iron cross in the air
Hovering above
shifting islands of broom, foxgloves,
deep thickets hiding magick devils
drinking, kissing
away the night time hours
As the light fades death comes
It is time to leave.

Still we’ll kiss
Our salt lips touching
and I’ll keep my eyes closed,
dreaming, never forgetting
all the things that have happened
since we last met.

Pebbles and rocks, laid to rest like old men
though snug as warm eggs, and eager
To tell us the story of time.

Ancient wisdoms, strewn in shingle
we watch the flood assault the shore
Until piece by piece
stone by stone
it collapses like quicksand.

As it crashes all around us
I take one last look
and see the other poets
Studying a whirlwind of shadows.

Ben Barton
Visualisations III This Beach
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What does it mean when I wander long corridors,
opening doors,
and none is the right one?

What does it mean when I climb to the top of the mast,
and my arms give way, and I fall into
a cold, grey sea?

What does it mean when I walk naked 
onto the spot-lit stage at my old school?

What does it mean when I catch the train to Athens,
then catch the next one straight back?

What does it mean when I and a dark-eyed man
I don’t even know
make crazy love on the number eleven bus
In full view of everyone?

What does it mean when the teacher is writing
my name on the board,
and everyone laughs?

What does it mean when I come back
after a holiday,
and home is no longer there?

What does it mean when I’m dancing,
with beads in my hair,
In front of a mirror,
which shows a reflection
of someone not me?

Barbara Cambridge
Dreams

Anna Zawislak

Dreams - only when you’re out in a sun 
they are the only fact you can rely on 
The wind of change smells of burn and hate 
Love & Peace locked in a small (brown) grit 
sneaked in when nobody see... 

NO FUTURE!  is in the past 
Is it still ‘them’ and us? 

Line of life? or line of fun? 
Follow your heart or raise your guard? 
It’s hard to find out.... 

Grit



I have a tale about a little fella
With a very pointy chin…
Are you sitting comfortably?
Good! Then I’ll begin…
This little chap has a rounded tummy
And very shiny skin…
He is the size of a fox
And lives out by the bins…
He is the Belly Catcher
And he’s out to catch a belly…
Of any small child
Eating sweets, ice cream or jelly…
He wants to grow his tummy
As big as it can be…
The quickest way to do this?
Steal it from you or me…
He doesn’t want any goodness
Inside of his belly…
So if he catches up with you
He releases a raspberry…
Blowing raspberries on your belly
Gets rid of fruits and veg…
And takes all the sugar out
To swell his growing podge…
If you eat too many sweets
Or really fatty foods…
The Belly Catcher is coming
And he’s a very greedy dude…
On a belly catching mission
He bumped into a girl…
Her name was Ruby Tuesday
And she was eating well…
He said he’d catch her belly
Because she was eating sweets…
She said he didn’t have to
And gave him her love heart treat…
“Keep your raspberries, keep your veg and have a little treat.
Keep a balanced diet and soon you’ll see your feet.
I love you Belly Catcher, but stop scaring girls and boys.
When you are blowing raspberries, they don’t like your he 
noise.
It’s really loud and it sounds like farts.
Keep your goodness inside of you and look after your heart

G.R. Nice
The Belly Catcher 
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State lawmakers, as sage as Solomon, concluded all the casinos must be riverboats
To protect virtue on land
Because the sea is lawless, anarchic.
Maritime law is anything goes.
These panjandrums adjudicated you couldn’t play a slot machine or go all-in
Unless you were adrift on the water.
But more things are dreamt Horatio, all that.
Practically, in the real world, Lake Michigan freezes over to where the surface is a solid plank of ice most winters.
So the docked boats would go on “voyages” for two-hour blocks of time
When they were never even unmoored.
Degenerate gamblers lined up on the pier, the high wind whipping off the lake.
They shuddered in the cold for minutes, hours, however long it took to finally board.
Sure it was stupid.
But, really, everything is stupid.
That’s the whole point of gambling, of courting financial ruin.
That little thrill is skating so close to the precipice of self-destruction
Maybe not tonight or tomorrow but sometime, somewhere along that path.
Everything must be torched to fading cinders before you can be reborn again.

 

Joseph S. Pete
Bet on Nothing

Pru Keen
The Wounds of the Past
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Faith Warn

I don’t see you now
but when I remember you kindly
I feel my own magnificence

You reached with me into the earth
and had the courage to linger
at the ancient temple of awesome female power
in its primal, animal darkness
of death, creation, destruction and absolute knowing

You held on as we soared to dizzy,
transcendent heights
where blinding light drove us
out of our bodies into shining layers of bliss
eternally unfolding

You had the wisdom to believe me 
when I told you that the darkness and the light
are both different and the same

I know you so well and still I wonder who you are
how a strange recognition drew us
with open, trembling hearts
into our combined magnificence

Magnificence

‘We’ve got an idea for something new, 
An amphitheatre by the sea, like in ancient Greece.’
The stuffy committee room was suddenly awake.

‘And the cliff’s too steep for steps from the Leas
so we thought of a path
that would be romantic, like a poem by Wordsworth or Byron.
It will zigzag down the hill so children can skip and play,
ladies will stop to admire the plants,
lush fatsia, yucca, canna lilies.

‘From a platform, viewers will gasp at the turquoise sweep of the sea
And imagine themselves transported to a Mediterranean beach.
We’ll use great boulders of rock that appear to grow from the hillside
-but they won’t actually be real. A man called Pulham will make the rocks,
We’re not sure how, his method is undisclosed,
But he’ll create tunnels, caves and secret hideaways
where young lovers can sit and exchange murmurs and kisses.
It will all be a paradise of delight.’ 

A moment’s dumbstruck silence
Then the committee room erupted
Romance? Delight? Anthropic rock!
It’ll never happen, not here in Folkestone 

FAITH WARN
Zigzag Path
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If you were in my head twenty four seven
And you knew all that goes on there
You would probably hate me 

If I thought much about the fact that I breathe without trying
And the stars above actually shone light years ago
The mystery would blow my mind

If I gazed into your eyes for quite a long time
I would first see a person and then somewhere deeper
I would recognise something in you
That’s the same as something in me
And I’d know we’re both one thing
Connected
And if I had to name what we are I’d say love
And I’d realise you’re beautiful
Then I would know that I must be beautiful too

And maybe you could stop hating me and so could I
And we’d be relieved
Our lives  would still be a paradox of shit and sheer bliss
But we couldn’t be controlled through fear
Because we’d know what we really are

Then I could talk about my stuff
And you might recognise yours
And before we went home we’d have a hug
Just because we’re human and survived today

And next time I saw you in the street
We’d recognise each other
And exchange a knowing smile

 

Faith Warn

Connectivity

I don’t see you now
but when I remember you kindly
I feel my own magnificence

You reached with me into the earth
and had the courage to linger
at the ancient temple of awesome female power
in its primal, animal darkness
of death, creation, destruction and absolute knowing

You held on as we soared to dizzy,
transcendent heights
where blinding light drove us
out of our bodies into shining layers of bliss
eternally unfolding

You had the wisdom to believe me 
when I told you that the darkness and the light
are both different and the same

I know you so well and still I wonder who you are
how a strange recognition drew us
with open, trembling hearts
into our combined magnificence

Magnificence

Faith Warn
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Dave Horn -a human and poet from Folkestone, Kent. He writes to raise a smile and provoke a thought. He’s 
fascinated by people, nature, philosophy, physics and spirituality.

Faith Warn - a writer, broadcaster and performer for a long time. She lives in Folkestone’s Creative Quarter and is a 
dedicated optimist who believes in oneness and the power of love. 

Anthony White - moved to Folkestone in 2014, and describes it as the best day's work he ever did. He can be heard 
reading his poetry in Kipps' Alehouse, The Lime Bar Cafe and in his bath.

Francesca Baker- loves wandering and words and is passionate about living in curiosity, connection, creativity and 
communication. www.andsoshethinks.co.uk

Ben Barton - Folkestone-based Ben Barton is a poet who works on paper and film. Find out more at benbarton.co.uk

Barbara Cambridge - local writer and Creative Writing Tutor. Writes mostly short stories, poetry and articles. The 
novel may get written one day!

Melissa Jacob- passionate about inclusion and storytelling. When not gainfully employed to facilitate the former she 
indulges in the latter.

Pru Keen-  a Folkestone based photographer, poet and artist.

Cindy Lou - born and raised in Folkestone and is currently building a business to empower people to be the best 
version of themselves.

Sharon McCarron- makes poems.... an interesting choice for a word and grammar blind indervidual. 

Gary Nice – born in Essex, grown in London and living in Folkestone with wife and kids. The star is Ruby Tuesday, 
known as Queenie. I dedicate this to her.

Alison Noyes- runs a small B&B on Dungeness, writes, paints, teaches poetry with the U3A and relaxes with her tabby 
cat.

Joseph S. Pete- a poet whose work has appeared in the Tipton Poetry Journal, shufPoetry, the Parody Poetry Journal, 
The Roaring Muse and Prairie Winds, among many others.

Cerys Russell - writes and paints in oils, is originally from Wales and has lived in East Kent for 20 years, drawing 
inspiration from life, local landscapes and her partner.

Anka Zawislak- When Anka Zawislak of Folkestone is not writing, she helps talented women to break through their 
fears and create a winning strategy for life, career and business.

Front Cover Illustration: The great British café by Ella Whiten - www.ellawhiten.com

The Contributors
A huge thanks to everyone who responded to our call out - your intelligent, thoughtful and heartfelt poems were 
a pleasure to read. 


